Abstract-Colon Cancer is one of the most common types of cancer. The treatment is planned to depend on the grade or stage of cancer. One of the preconditions for grading of colon cancer is to segment the glandular structures of tissues. Manual segmentation method is very time-consuming, and it leads to life risk for the patients. The principal objective of this project is to assist the pathologist to accurate detection of colon cancer. In this paper, the authors have proposed an algorithm for an automatic segmentation of glands in colon histology using local intensity and texture features. Here the dataset images are cropped into patches with different window sizes and taken the intensity of those patches, and also calculated texture-based features. Random forest classifier has been used to classify this patch into different labels. A multilevel random forest technique in a hierarchical way is proposed. This solution is fast, accurate and it is very much applicable in a clinical setup.
I. INTRODUCTION
Colon Cancer is one of the most common types of cancer, which develops in the colon or rectum (parts of the large intestine) region [1] . It is a kind of tumor, but all tumors are not cancerous. The non-spreadable or benign tumors are not that deadly or destructive as spreadable or malignant one.
Colorectal or colon cancer is the third most common cancer in the world, the third leading cause of cancer-related deaths in women in the United States and the second leading cause in men, with nearly 1.4 million new cases diagnosed in 2012 [2] and about 50,260 deaths during 2017 [3] .
Gland Segmentation in Colon Histology images has been done in this paper, using local intensity feature, as well as local texture feature. Local because the patch of the images were taken and the intensity and texture features were calculated of those patches. In this paper, the authors have tried to generate computer program using image processing and machine learning techniques to assist the pathologists for accurate detection of colon cancer [4] .
In this project, the authors have used a color normalization technique for colon histology dataset images. After color normalization, the normalized images are cropped into patches with different window sizes corresponding to their Ground truth images provided by the pathologists. Then generates the color histogram of those patches (RGB images) and stores it as feature vector along with level vector which contains three levels Gland, NonGland and Mix which are created from the patches of the ground truth images. Before that, ground truth needs to be binarized. In later advancements, texture features and a 2D histogram created after applying a mean filter and a standard deviation filter on the patches were also added as features.
In this project, the Random Forest classifier is used for classification, which randomly grows many classification trees during its training phase. During prediction, each of these trees gives a classification output, and in this manner, each tree cast its 'vote' in favor of a class. The forest chooses that classification which receives most vote (by all the trees in the forest). Random forest runs efficiently on large databases [5] .
In the testing phase, it tries to generate or predict the ground truth images from the given RGB images with the help of the trained classifier. It matches the accuracy of the predicted data with the original ground truth given by the pathologists.
All this work is done on the same dataset, which allows the algorithm to be compared, implemented and configured to achieve the optimal performance. a) Identification of Need: Colorectal adenocarcinoma originating in intestinal glandular structures is the most common form of colon cancer. Grading or categorizing them as cancerous or not is still a significant challenge. An automated approach for grading glands is a solution to this problem. This project aims to assist the pathologists in the more accurate detection of colon cancer [6] .
b) Purpose and Scope:
In the world of medicine, pathologists are facing different difficulties in identifying benign and malignant cell quickly and accurately; because of the considerable similarity among them, that job becomes very difficult. Which further leads to wrong treatment and for that, patients and their families have a lot to pay.
In this project, the authors have tried segmenting the glands using Gland segmentation in colon histology images; which helps the pathologist to identify the affected glands using a computer program, which uses image processing and machine learning. This research has the potentiality to assist the pathologist to differentiate between 8th International Advance Computing Conference (IACC).
benign and malignant tumor, and it can help the doctors to save the innocent peoples' lives using proper treatments. Reading and analyzeing all the information manually is difficult. So, tools to extract information from large databases are required.
II. METHODOLOGIES

A. Flow Diagram
The flow of this algorithm is shown in the Figures 1 and  2 , which shows a graphical representation of the algorithm.
B. Dataset and Parameters
In this project, the dataset of Glass Challenge Contest (GlaS) held at MICCAI'2015[9] [10] has been used. The different parameters used for different window or patch size was W1xW1 (W1=21), W2xW2 (W2=11), W3xW3 (W3=5). Further, mean filter as well standard deviation filter of the patches been calculated. To perform the calculation, M1xM1 sliding window size (M1=7) for W1xW1, M2xM2 sliding window size (M2=5) for W2xw2 and M3xM3 (M3=3) for W3xW3 patches has been used.
C. Proposed Solution
In this project, Random Forest is used to classify the dataset. First, a training dataset with labels are provided to train the dataset.
Like any other supervised learning algorithms, this proposed algorithm takes the input dataset for training, extracts feature, in this case, that would be an RGB Histogram, 2d histogram after applying mean and standard deviation filters and haralick texture features, and feed into the machine learning algorithm, in this case, that would be Random forest.
a) Training:
The input trained image first Normalized by Reinhard color normalization technique because color variation in image samples is a considerable obstacle to generate reliable results while segmenting images using quantitive analysis. The problem of color constancy in histology images is because they are based on light microscopy and due to variable chemical coloring/reactivity from different manufacturers/batches effects the images differently and also the coloring being dependent on staining procedure (timing, concentrations etc.) [7] [8] . To overcome this kind of problem, a Stain Normalization Toolbox is needed. Currently, the toolbox which is used, contains the implementation of Reinhard, RGB Histogram Specification, Macenko, Khan. Among all the available options, Reinhard Normalization was chosen because this method works well for stain dominates of the area of that stain, but it can also provide an undesirable effect on the other stain like turning nuclei black. After color normalization, the normalized images were cropped into different window sizes.
b) Windows size of patches:
The window size is nothing but the size based on which the RGB and Ground truth images are divided into different patches, in one word it is the size of the patches..
In the next step, the authors have binarized the ground truth images. Image binarization the given image with 256 gray level values to just 0 and 1, so it converts a grayscale image to a black and white image. The easiest approach would be to specify a threshold value, all above that value will be classified as white, rest as black. But this leads to a problem of choosing the threshold value correctly. The best approach would be to use an adaptive binarization approach, which means to have different threshold values for different parts of the image. For this algorithm, a threshold based binarization has be chosen, all the pure black pixel was kept as black and rest was converted to white.
In this proposed algorithm, an RGB histogram, Haralick texture feature, and a 2D histogram after applying the mean filter and standard deviation filter have been taken together as the feature vector. Histogram of red, green and blue channel together as the feature vector and stored these vector in Fr, Fg, Fb matrix accordingly, because in this project the authors got the best result in the combination of all of three. However, anyone can choose any of the combinations of these three channels, like -histogram of Red and Green channel or Green and Blue channel or any one of the channels among this three. Further in the proposed algorithm, the Mean filter as well standard deviation filter were applied on the patches. To perform this operation, M1xM1, M2xM2, M3xM3 sliding window sizes were taken respectively for W1xW1, W2xW2, W3xW3 window sized patches. Then together of the output after applying a mean filter and standard deviation filter, a 2D histogram for three different color channel RGB were created and stored this 2D histogram in FvHist2DImgR, FvHist2DImgG, FvHist2DImgB feature vectors respectively.
Then in the very next step, haralick texture features were calculated and used it as a feature vector along with the RGB histogram and 2D Histogram. In this project for a better result, the authors have used all the 14 features of haralick texture for three different color channel RGB and stored this calculated features in FvHaraR, FvHaraG, FvHaraB features vector correspondingly.
. Just like any other supervised machine learning algorithm, another vector other than feature vector called label vector was created, where Labels of each of the item in the feature vector were stored, in this case for each patch. Label vectors contain various class labels which will be used to train the classifier, and during the classification phase, the classifier will predict any of these class labels.
Next, for classification, the authors have used the Random forest as the classifier. The main reason behind choosing the random forest is that it runs efficiently on large databases. Later on, the performances of other machine learning algorithms were also compared to the random forest. c) Prediction: -In the prediction phase, the goal is to predict the correct label for a given Test image. For doing so, first, the given test image is Normalized just as done in the training phase. Then, the ground truth is binarized. RGB Histogram of those patches was calculated, mean and standard deviation filter were applied, and a 2D histogram was created after applying them, also calculated all the features of the haralick texture of the cropped patches, just as done in training phase. Then using those features, labels were predicted for each patch, and at the end glands segmented output was generated. 6 . Predict using 1st random forest. 7. Those which are predicted as Mix by the 1st random forest, for those patches, re-patch them with window size 11x11 and predict using 2nd random forest. Choose the most number of times predicted label by the 2nd random forest as the new predicted label for the original 21x21 patch. 8. Those which are predicted as Mix by the 2nd random forest, for those patches, re-patch them with window size 5x5 and predict using 3rd random forest. Choose the most number of times predicted label by the 3rd random forest as the new predicted label for the original 21x21 patch. 9. In the output image, co-ordinates where it's predicted as 'Gland', set them to white with respective window size based on which random forest predicted that.
D. Algorithm a)
7. If the highest and the lowest intensity value of the binarized ground truth patch both are equals to 1, mark this patch as100. 9. Divide 'Mix' patches further into 11x11 window sized patches and repeat step 4 to 8 for those patches. 10. Divide 'Mix' patches further into 5x5 window sized patches and repeat step 4 and 7. 11. For each patch marked as 'Mix', calculate number of white and black pixel in each of them. If number of white pixel is more than number of black pixel, replace the current value in the Label vector with 'Gland', or else 'non-Gland'. 12. Grow a random forest using Fr, Fg, Fb, FvHist2DR, FvHist2DG, FvHist2DB, FvHaraR, FvHaraG and FvHaraB together as feature vector and label vector with tree size 100. b)
E. Post-processing
The output of the program, even though quite accurate, they do not resemble much with a gland, mainly because of its rigid edges. This post-processing step helps to smooth the edges of the glands, improves the overall structure, as the original algorithm's output has a lot of rigid edges.
Algorithm:
1. Take one of the output image. 2. Detect edges using Canny Edge Detection.
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3. Dilute the detected edges using any of the Morphological structuring element, like disk, diamond, octagon, sphere etc. During testing, it was found out octagon produces best results 4. Add the diluted edges with the original output image to obtain the final output image.
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
A. Dataset and Envioronment
Testing of this project was performed using the dataset provided by GlaS@MICCAI'2015: Gland Segmentation Challenge Contest by Department of Computer Science, University of Warwick [9] [10] . This dataset already divided into training and testing. Various subsets of the training and testing images were used in combination with various subsets and variations of the algorithm. Testing was done in a system with AMD FX-8350 Octa-core processor (Clock Speed -4.00 GHz and with Turbo 4.20 GHz) and 32 GB Ram.
B. Training and Testing using various Subsets
The first set of training was conducted using a 6-image training dataset, which contains 3 malignant and 3 benign images. Second Set of training was conducted using a 20-image training dataset. Third and final set of training was conducted using all the 85 training images of the GlaS dataset. For testing, the same size of sets were used, but different images.
Various types of classifiers were also created and testedSingle random forest, Hierarchical Random Forest (various window sizes), also random forests with a different number of trees like 10, 100.
Tests were performed with and without color Normalize technique. In this work, Reinhard color normalization technique was used.
a) Single vs Hierarchical Forest:
While comparing single forest with windows size 40x40 with hierarchical forest with window sizes 40x40, 20x20 and 10x10, both with 100 trees, it was ob-served in some cases single forest works better, but in most cases hierarchical forest performs significantly well over single forest, which is shown in Table I .
b) With vs Without Color Normalization:
Hierarchical forest with window size 40x40, 20x20 and 10x10and tree size 10 was trained and tested, once without using color normalization and then with using color normali-zation, comparison shown in Table II . It was observed that accuracy was improved in a significant level after color normalization, but in a few rare cases accuracy may decrease.
c) Number of Trees in Random Forest 10 vs 100:
Hierarchical forest with window size 40x40, 20x20 and 10x10with number of trees 10 and 100 were tested. In most cases, the accuracy increased with increase in the number of trees, but in some cases accuracy decreased as well, shown in Table III . 
C. Training and Testing using the complete Dataset a) Priliminary Tests using various window sizes:
There were three distinct combinations were tested for various window sizes. Window sizes 40x40, 20x20 and 10x10 with filter window sizes (for mean and standard deviation filter) 7x7, 5x5 and 3x3, then window sizes 20x20, 10x10 and 5x5 with filter window sizes 7x7, 5x5 and 3x3 and at the end a four-level hierarchical random forest was also tested with window sizes 40x40, 20x20, 10x10 and 5x5 with filter window sizes 7x7, 5x5, 3x3 and 1x1. Performance comparisons is shown in Table IV . choosen -near odd numbers of 20,10,5 for the final rounds of testing.
b) Final rounds of tests:
After various tests, it was found that 3 level hierarchical classifier using windows sizes 21, 11 and 5 has proven to be the best in terms of accuracy. As random forest is a statistical model, every time the model is retrained and tested produces different accuracy. Though most of the times these accuracies are not that different, but sometimes they can be widely varied. To test the algorithm in a better manner, the same model using the same algorithm is trained and tested 5 times to check performance consistancy. The complete comparison is shown in Table  VI . Also, 5 round average is shown.
c) Comparison of Random Forest with other Models, using same algorithm:
The proposed algirthm uses Random Forest as it's Machine Learning model. But for comparing its accuracy supoiririty with other famous machine learing models such as k-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) they were tested as well. Same window sizes been used for all the tests. Results are displayed in Table V . It has been observed that Random Forest is superior to both KNN and SVM.
D. Some output of the program
Some outputs of the program which are generated after training and testing on the whole dataset using window sizes 21,11,5 and window sizes for filters 7, 5, 3. Results of the last round is shown in Figure 3 to 6. After the output is obtained from the model, those output images were again processed using the proposed post processing algorithm which is mentioned in II.E. This post-processing step helps to smooth the edges of the glands, improves the overall structure, as the original algorithm's output has a lot of rigid edges. 
IV. FUTURE SCOPE AND APPLICATIONS
In this project, authors have tried segmenting the glands using Gland segmentation in colon histology images; which is being the first step towards cancer detection. After the program correctly identifies the glands, then another program can be written which will be able to differentiate those detected glands as malignant or benign.. This research has the potentiality to assist the pathologist to differentiate between benign and malignant tumor, and it can help the doctors to save the innocent peoples' lives using proper treatment classification. If any other set of histology images and corresponding ground truth images are provided to this algorithm for training, this algorithm can segment glands in those pictures as well. This algorithm can also be adapted for segmenting other pictures as well, with necessary changes. The goal of this work was to develop a robust and efficient system, using the available tools and algorithms, which can be an elegant system that segments glandular regions in colon histology images. This algorithm is versatile enough to be used with other histology images, by changing the dataset.
In this work, the authors have presented a novel model for segmenting glandular structures in histology images of human colon tissues. The authors have used Gland Segmentation in Colon Histology Images and used the color histogram, mean filter, standard deviation filter, haralick texture feature and 2d histogram as feature vectors. Random forest has been used as the classifier in this project.
The principal objective of this paper is to assist the pathologist to accurate detection of colon cancer.
Using this program, pathologists will just have to give the input image, and it will produce the desired outcome with segmented glands
